A modified system of nonlinear fractional-order differential equations become used to classify humans of various personalities and different Impact Factors of Memory (IFM); with unique set of model parameters. The model was used to interpret and predict the functions of the union of various people with external circumstance(s) and adapted to neighborhood environment in which the statistics collections were achieved to analyze numerous measures affecting marriages, unique challenges in marriage and associated occasions were investigated through the use of questionnaire. Data had been analyzed and the outcomes have been carried out as parameters to validate the model. Adams Predictor-Corrector Method was used to test the chaoticity of the system and it was confirmed via numerical simulations. Numerical simulation outcomes had been presented to reveal the effectiveness of the model and the accuracy of the statements established. The mathematical information implied by the model unveil an underlying mechanism which can give an explanation for couple disruption in relationships that were initially deliberated to remain all the time. Despite the terrible aspects of relationships, some human beings were still satisfied in their intimate members of the family. The study was addressed on a field survey (use of questionnaires) and with the aid of interrogating the members one on one. A feasible path for future work is the choice to attain balance through modelling and to validate the results with the aid of numerical simulations.
INTRODUCTION
The mathematics to the study of marriage turned into presaged with the aid of Von Bertalanfy [14] and the study has begun to hold both the artistic imaginations and interest of diverse scholars inside the fields of mathematics, physics, sociology, biology, neuroscience, psychology and anthropology [2] . Application of mathematical power to the dynamics of marriage has laid basis for a systematic idea of marital relations [3] . Marriage may be known as a relationship ruled by way of comments, or circular causality, in which every person continually responds to the alternative in predictable ways that maintain styles of interacting in the system however the presence of chaos in marriage is unwanted [15] . Marriage is tough to quantify, therefore make experiment on this area difficult to layout.
However, earthly observations are the most effective sources of description of such relationship expressed within individuals, groups or set of people. It may be inferred that mathematical models can also play a first-rate position in reading dynamics of marriage via the usage of a set of nonlinear and linear differential equations, manipulating techniques in stabilizing chaos in marriage, promoting a peaceful co-existence and displaying the behavioural time collection and section plots [12] . Modelling dynamical system or phenomena in life sciences, economics, engineering, specifically in marriage dynamics the use of classical integer order differential equations has attracted researchers several years in the past. One of the earliest efforts at modelling marital relationships was by a group of researchers and mathematicians who teamed who to create a mathematical model that intended to predict future of marriages using a set of classical integer first order differential equations, but there's a restrict to integer order models because love is a state that is continually stimulated with the aid of historical statistics [7] .
But due to the effectiveness of fractional order integrals and derivatives cannot be over-emphasized hence, numerous model in sciences and engineering had been formulated and analyzed efficiently [10] . Fractional order differential operator is non local. This makes fractional differential equation to be veritable tools for modelling marital relations. Gottman et.al [4] evolved a technique that makes use of both the data and the mathematics of differential equations to create a qualitative mathematical representation of change (section plots). Gu et.al [6] stated that applications of fractional order differential are recent research recognition of interest which can be used to describe lifestyles sciences and psychological tactics and they considered dynamical model with fractional-order and control problems of the fractional-order love system using feedback method for ODE systems. Okyere et al. [10] in their research work formulated an epidemiological model by use of fractional order derivatives which has an advantage over the classical integer order version because of its memory impact assets. Song et.al [13] carried out explorative studies on chaos control and synchronization of one's emotion. They used Adams predictor corrector scheme because of the specificity of the error estimation bound, performance and reliability; with this technique they were capable of discovering the existence of chaos within the fractional-order happiness model.
The fractional derivatives concept first appeared in a letter written to L'Hospital in 1695 from Leibniz. The theory of the study was first constrained to the field of pure theoretical mathematics three centuries ago which is beneficial to both the theoretical physicists and mathematicians only [8] . Also, it had been successfully used in modeling many physical phenomena these days together with nonlinear oscillation of earthquake, acoustics, electromagnetism, electrochemistry, diffusion system, fluid float, polymer physics, mathematical biology and numerous regions of technological know-how [1] , [9] . The study is a micro experiment whereby small sample size was determined according to specified model. The model used in this work is similar to that used by [11] , it is a nonlinear dynamical system with two state variables. Demographic information in respect to the relationship length of participants recorded was used as parameter in the model but participants were inconsistent in the amount of demographic information provided. Not all questionnaire provided the necessary information for all the variables but the few that responded were picked for the analysis.
Couple dynamic equations: a modeling approach.
The recent modeling approach has received some attention in scientific community. Gragnan et.al [5] assumed love to be composed of three terms and can be formulated by the equation.
1) The Eqn. (1.1) includes lowest range of state variables. Three basic processes, namely oblivion O i , return R i and I i instinct are assumed to be responsible of love dynamics. More precisely, the instantaneous rate of changė x i . Eqn. (1.1) can be re-written in the form given in Eqn. (1.2)
Eqn. (1.2) has two state variables x 1 (wife) and x 2 (husband) which are measures of the love of individuals, α i , β i , γ i and A i are constant and positive parameters. The equations can be related to the coupled harmonic oscillator. Ideal couple can be related to as a physical system (physical system is a portion of the universe that has been chosen for studying or analysis) that when displaced from its equilibrium position, experiences a restoring force proportional to the displacement but when the elastic limit is exceeded therefore the system loses its elasticity and this can be referred to as chaotic couple. When there is chaos in the marriage, it tends to collapse the marriage but the bonding between the couple (children, achievements, e.t.c) can bring them back together. Let us recall that harmonic oscillator occurs widely in nature. It is a system that when displaced from its equilibrium position, experiences a restoring force F which is virtually the source of sinusoidal vibrations and waves. This is where Newton's second law can be introduced.
3) Various forces may act on couple togetherness, which can be related to harmonic oscillator. These forces tend to reduce or increase the presence of chaos in family. Such forces can be romantic life styles, advice from friends, appeal and love of individual. Cheriff et.al [2] , proposed a more general model on couples dynamics to show the behavioural features of romantic relationship, where only showed the phase plot of ideal relationship were presented = 0 as follows
The model of consideration in this work is an improvement of the existing model in (4) . The model was transited to fractional nonlinear differential equation that uses the result of the data analysis as its parameters. There are two major cases about marriage ; Case I: It is either a marriage is in order or Case II: A marriage is in disorder. This work considered case II
Modified fractional model. The modified love model involves a periodic forcing term as shown
For convenience of interpretation, some practical physical meanings were imposed on the parameters a, b, c, d, e and q of the above model (Eqn. 1.5). The variables are measure of emotions of individual x and y where a, b, c, d, e, sin f (t) are parameters and they are referred to as effect of: maltreatment, effect of loneliness, wrong advice, picking partners phone calls, influence and a time dependent forcing function representing ones external circumstances.
The parameters used in this study is to categorize people with different personality in marriage, the order q represents the Impact Factor of Memory (IFM) of the couple, that is, as the value of q increases from 0 to 1, the IFM of an individual increases correspondingly.
Simulation Results. 1.3.1. Result 1.
In this paper numerical simulations were conducted on the modified fractional model using Adams predictor corrector approach (APCA). Different parameters of the couples were applied and the order varied. Also, different periodic function was used for result 1 and result two respectively because of different impact factor of memory, while the initial value is (0.1, 0.1).
Case 1:
Time series and phase portraits of love system in Eqn. (1.5) with a periodic forcing for those that agreed with the questions being asked. For the couples that agreed with the questions asked at order 0.25 and 0.99, the trajectory of system in Eqn. (1.5) takes on periodicity as Fig. (2a) shows. If increases to 0.99, the system behave chaotically as shown in Fig. (1a) whereby the wife loves the husband, whereas the husband has hatred for the wife. Fig. (1b) shows the couple does not have feelings for each other as the year runs by and Fig. (2b) indicates the oscillations in the couples marriage. Figure 1. (a) The phase portrait and, (b) corresponding time series for those that agreed with the question being asked with α = 0.99 and f (t) = 0.4πt. Figure 2 . The fractional-order love system showing periodic orbit with α = 0.25 and f (t) = 0.4πt using the same parameters and initial conditions as in Fig. (1) .
Case 2:
Investigating the nature of the phase portraits and time series for the couples that disagreed with the questions at order 0.75 and 0.99, the trajectory of system (Eqn. 1.5) started from the state of indifference and shows the attractor and time response of the couples both in Fig. (3a-b) and (4a-b). Figure 5 . Results of the phase portrait (a) and time series plot of couples dynamics with a periodic forcing (b) for those that could not make decision to the questions asked with α = 0.5 and f (t) = 0.4πt at certain parameters and initial conditions. Figure 6 . Results of the phase portrait (a) and time series plot of couples dynamics with a periodic forcing (b) for those that could not make decision to the questions asked with α = 0.2 and f (t) = 0.4πt.
Case 3:
Investigating the nature of the phase portraits and time series for the couples that could not make decision on whether they are happy in their marriage or not. Figure 6 indicates irregular pattern in their marital life at order 0.2 and as the order increases the attractor becomes more chaotic as shown in Figure 5 with order 0.5
Result 2.
In analyzing the data, it was discovered that seventeen couples were already divorced out of one hundred samples and due to the fact that fractional differential equation has a special properties called memory effect that is, next state of fractional model depends not only upon its current state but also upon all its historical states therefore changing the order of the equations of a system analyses the chaotic dynamics of the fractional order system. After an initial transient, the solution settles into an irregular oscillation but never repeats exactly. 
Conclusion
Song and Yang (2009) in their work used Adams Predictor Corrector Scheme because of the specificity of the error estimation bound, efficiency and reliability of the method; they were able to find the existence of chaos in the fractional-order happiness model. Same method was used in this study and the existence of chaos was Figure 11 . Attractor and time series plots of fractional-order love system with α = 0.95 and f (t) = 2πt. In this case the parameters are taken from the analysis of couple B. determined in the modified fractional model of dynamical system for the relationships in marriages which we acquired using the parameters from data analysis with the aid of questionnaire and computer simulation.
It was observed that different couples show diverse behavior with different impact factor of memory.This therefore signifies that the love between couples is affected by many factors. The paper looked into the different phase plots of the couples that agreed, disagreed and could not make decision to the reason for being married. It also probed into the different phase and time series plots of couples that had already divorced.
The phase and time series plots shows that people corresponding to these parameter pairs in the society have complicated and unpredictable feelings in their marital life. Therefore, in order to maintain relationship between couples, they should both give their best to maintain their love status.
